
 

 

“Vision For Neighbourhood Should Be The 

Priority,” says Praja Foundation CEO 
 

Milind Mhaske is the Founder Director of Praja Foundation. He has anchored 
Praja since 2010, scaling it as much as make it a key participant in 
remodeling city governance throughout India. Milind helped arrange a few of 
its key tasks, reminiscent of report playing cards for rating elected 
representatives and coaching programmes for elected representatives. He 
additionally helped launch Praja’s Delhi operations in 2014. He is a 
enterprise administration graduate from Mumbai University and has greater 
than 18 years of expertise in managing improvement sector tasks. 

In yet one more session of Mumbai Charcha collection, he talks about 
empowering the native governance and giving prominence to imaginative 
and prescient of neighbourhood. 

Here are the specialists: 

Connection with Mumbai, town of desires 

“Vada pav se zindagi se shuru hota,” says Mhaske including that this justifies 
all of the sayings of being a real Mumbaikar. 

It is an excellent metropolis however numerous issues must be fastened right 
here reminiscent of roads, water, housing points amongst others. What I’ve 
realized is that after you begin to transfer out of the neighborhood you realise 
such points, till then everybody lives in bubble right here. 

Coming from a administration background, it helped me to kind out step-by-
step in comprehending the problems and how you can implement options to 
every of them. All the concepts want session and teams of individuals to work 
on it. It is sort of apparent that nothing would change in a single day. 

Similarlity between Mumbai’s Leaders & People 

Leaders are also a part of us, they don’t come from outdoors. So, additionally 
they perceive our points and typically additionally they face it themselves. 
However, I consider that they’re involved for doing bigger issues. 

Whereas, residents’ job is to register complaints. Mumbai has among the 
finest grievance redressal mechanism, he assured. Anyone can complain by 
calling on the toll quantity – 1916, MCGM web site. Additionally, Mumbai 
guardian minister Aaditya Thackeray has began whatsapp chat bot for a 
similar. 

Apart from complaining, giving trustworthy suggestions to political leaders 
can be an important process to be carried out by the residents. And 
digitization has simplified public utilities and participation. 

 

https://mumbailive.com/en/tag/india
https://mumbailive.com/en/tag/mumbai


Significance of Local Governance 

The predominant concern right here is that there shouldn’t be any 
governance superior than different. It is an phantasm how we put in an order 
ranging from central authorities, state authorities and native authorities. They 
are domains of the federal government and be handled equally. 

In India, if we see, Mumbai is best managed than different cities. BMC does 
quite a bit than every other company. Though, if in contrast globally, Mumbai 
shouldn’t be scoring excessive due to its construction. There is a limitation 
relating to giving ample energy to mayor and counselors to fulfil the mandate. 
This needs to be addressed and Mumbai shall be completely different place 
altogether. 

If the state authorities needs to make a metropolis higher, they have to 
guarantee mayor’s workplace to be equally empowered on comparable 
strains with CM’s workplace or PM’s workplace. 

Social sector 

According to me, NGOs find yourself creating an intervention into the system 
after analyzing and recognizing a problem. Instead we should intervene and 
enhance the coverage. They caught get into experiment half. And overlook 
in regards to the precise cause of existence. 

Vision for metropolis 

 As talked about earlier, empowering of native governance is critical for the 
betterment of town 

  Build accountability by residents’ participation 
 Vision for neighbourhood needs to be the precedence. 
 Streets must be safer for journey. Less use of personal automobiles and 

extra utilization of public transport. 
 There needs to be extra gardens and empty streets for youngsters to play 

somewhat than golf equipment. 

74th constitutional modification act 

“74th amendment is practically not feasible,” he expressed. Ward committee 
and space sabhas, are a long time outdated concepts, which received’t work 
in right now’s period. 

Though we should always take a look at spirit and precept behind it and the 
governance must also amend or adapt with the altering quick paced way of 
life. The residents ought to can get entangled by digital know-how. 

 

Link: https://aajkitaazanews.com/vision-for-neighbourhood-should-be-the-
priority-says-praja-foundation-ceo/ 
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